Coaching Testimonials
“…I’ve never really had a peer mentor or a coach. One of the things I’ve picked up is the
incredible value of this…”
Fortune 500 VP

“Coaching has really awakened me to who I am”.

Divinity Student

“[My coach] radically revolutionized my life and ministry. His authentic guidance and
support coupled with the TLC process enabled me to clarify God’s direction and purpose
for this season. Through his insightful questions, powerful exercises and unwavering support
I was imbued with greater courage to launch into my legacy-leaving level of ministry. His
genuine encouragement and accountability helped me to complete my first book… his
coaching was a crucial catalyst to completing the first book and “seeing” the three
additional books that are now in progress. For me, the paramount characteristic of Tony’s
coaching is his ability to focus on my future potential –not my past mistakes.”
Parachurch Ministry Leader

"I brag about you all the time to my friends. I've been through counseling and all kinds of
training in business and in church, but I've never had anything like this before, that
combines the business world and the church and what is going on inside me...I'm just
growing so much."
Christian Entrepreneur

“It’s begun to reform my thinking on a moment by moment basis.”

Professional Counselor

“My productivity has gone up to a level it hasn’t been at for 20 years…because I’ve
focused on the goals I need to be working on.”
Apostolic Leader
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“Sometimes I wonder if I’m making progress, but then I look back to where I was at 5
months ago and think, man, I’ve grown more in the last 5 months than in the previous 5
years.”
Christian Businessman

"[My coach] brings incredible insight to her role as a wellness and lifestyle coach. She
brought me from drinking 8-10 diet cokes and 4-6 cups of coffee a day to someone who
now regularly only drinks water (and lots of it) and I enjoy doing it. Beyond just making
dietary changes (which I really needed) she has helped me to find balance and meaning in
my life. She has helped me prioritize what is really important to me. A great listener, she
has helped me to make significant progress in strengthening relationships with people,
especially with my wife and children! I am truly gratefully for the changes she has helped
me make in my life and I strongly recommend her."
Consultant

“I’m on fire! This is really helping me, and I can’t thank you enough.”

Sales Manager

“I discovered the need to always be coached…That was a watershed for me…I don’t want
to ever stop being coached.”
Associate Pastor
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